Reported Potential Environmental Pollutants

- UST
- abandoned residence
- air quality concern
- blight
- burned residence
- chemical storage
- dumpsite
- gas station
- junk car
- millsite
- mining
- water quality concern

Validated Environmental Pollutants

Type
- UST
- abandoned residence
- air quality concern
- blight
- burned residence
- chemical storage
- dumpsite
- gas station
- junk car
- millsite
- mining
- water quality concern

Parcel Ownership

- Trust
- YIHA Fee
- Yurok Fee

This map shows over 300 environmental pollution reports (red dots with #’s on the YIR & nearly 300 validated reports in relation to tribal ownership (colored parcels)). Environmental Pollutant data was gathered by YTEP staff through field surveys, consultation with Tribal Staff, Tribal Members & Reservation Community members, as well as consultations with numerous Federal, State, & County agencies. This initial data was then ground truthed by YTEP staff or conducting field surveys. The area reported potential pollutants data was gathert by YTEP staff through extensive archival research, interviews with Tribal Members & Reservation Members, as well as the public perceived as a threat to health and the environment.
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